Concanavalin A-peroxidase labeling in cervical exfoliative cytopathology. II. Routine assessment of labeling results.
Concanavalin A-peroxidase (Con A-HRP) labeling of exfoliated cells of the uterine cervix have been shown to possess clinical significance in the detection of cancer. In the present study, a more simple method is used instead of the earlier applied complicated method. These two procedures for the assessment of the labeling results are compared. The first method is an objective machine-aided assessment procedure, consisting of a light microscope connected with a video system used in the sliced mode. The second is a more subjective method using human visual assessment with a light microscope only. The latter method would be suitable for routine use, if it shows similar Con A-HRP labeling results as obtained with the machine-aided procedure. In comparison with the machine-aided assessment procedure, the visual assessment procedure is less accurate. Moreover, the visual assessment is accompanied by intraobserver (between day) and interobserver variations. Although the discriminatory capacity in the detection of cancer patients is significantly lower for the human visual assessment procedure, this difference is small. It is of clinical relevance that in general a complete discrimination of healthy individuals and cancer patients is still possible. Therefore, visual assessment with a light microscope only, is preferred because of its simple equipment, which allows this procedure to be used as a routine method.